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Abstract

i Recently the quantum hamiltonian reduction was done in the case of general sl{2)
embedding* into Lie algebras and superalgebras. In this paper we extend the results «
to the quantum hamiltonian reduction of JV = 1 affine Lie superalgebras in the su-
perspace formalism. We show that if we choose a gauge for the supersymmetry,
and consider only certain equivalence classes of fields, then our quantum hamiltonian
reduction reduces to quantum hamiltonian reduction of non-supersymmetric Lie su-
peralgebras. We construct explicitly the super energy-momentum tensor, as well as
all generators of spin 1 (and £); thus we construct explicitly all generators in the
superconformai, quasi-superconformal and 2Z2 x Z^ superconformai algebras. M
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» 1 Introduction.
It is well known, that for every sl(2) embedding into a Lie (super)algebra, one

can find a W-algebra by hamiltonian reduction of the corresponding WZNW model,
see e.g. [1, 2, 3, 4]. Tne quantization of the W-algebras obtained from principal
al(?,) embeddings has been studied in a number of papers, e.g. (5, 6, 7], and for
arbitrary embeddings of si(2) into Lie algebras the quantization of these W algebras
has recently been performed by de Boer and Tjin [8], using the BRST formalism
as well as the theory of spectral sequences. For general sl{2) embeddings into Lie >
superalgebras the problem is slightly more complicated, because of the necessity in
many cases to introduce auxiliary fields, but this problem was solved in [9, 10].

In [11,12] it was shown that if we wish to consider supersymmetric W algebras in
the N = I superspace formalism, then we must consider instead o«p(l|2) embeddings
into Lie superalgebras. The purpose of this paper is to apply the methods used in
[8] to the supersymmetric case, thereby quantizing the N = 1 W algebras, giving at
the same time the so-called quantum Miura transformation that produces free-field
realizations of these algebras. A description of the N = I superspace formalism that
we use can be found in e.g [13].

In section 2 we show the supersymmetric quantum hamiltonian reduction, using
a super BRST operator. In section 3 we show that if we choose a gauge for the

« supersymmetry, and consider not all the fields in the operator product algebra but
only certain equivalence classes of fields, then the super BRST operator reduces to the
BRST operator found in [9, 10] in the case of the quantum hamiltonian reduction of
non-supersymmetric Lie superalgebras. In section 4 we construct explicitly the super
energy momentum tensor, as well as all the spin 1 generators of any W-algebra, and
thus we construct all the generators in the superconformai, quasi-superconformal and
ZZ2 x Z2 superconformai algebras [14, 15, 12], and we comment on the quantum
Miura transformation. In section 5 we consider in more detail the superconformai
algebra obtained from the hamiltonian reduction of B(n\l) = oap(2n + 1|2), and in
section 6 we sum up our results.

2 Supersymmetric BRST Cohomology.
In the case that we are considering, we have a basic classical simple Lie super- '

algebra g = go © gi, go is the bosonic subalgebra and gi is the fermionic subspace.
We denote the generators of this Lie superalgebra by t". The supersymmetric, in-
variant bilinear form on g we write as gab = (ta,tb), and the structure constants are p
[ta,tb] = Fab

ct
c ([•»•] is the graded commutator of the Lie superalgebra); here and in |

j the following summation over repeated indices is implied. For t" £ gn,,a € ZS2 we i
J define da = a + 1 . M

We define the associated affine Lie algebra g(' ) with level k in terms of the operator
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product expansions:

^^ £f p (i)
where the dots stands for the regular part. fab

c are defined by fab
c = ( - )

[11], and the superspace variables are Z = \Z,0), W = («>,?). Note that the
(/n's defined above are the usual 2S2 gradings for the currents Ja: J"(Z)Jh(W) =
(-)<*««» j\W)Ja(Z).

We use the tensor gab and its inverse gab to raise and lower indices, e.g. /"'"' =
fab

r,g
r'r. We notice that we have fabl'$ 0 => da + d& + de = 1 (mod 2) and gab ± 0 =>

da = dfc.
One can show the following symmetry properties of the structure constants and

the bilinear form:

fab
c = ( -

Now let us consider an embedding of csp{l|2) into the Lie superalgebia g, and let
us denote the generators corresponding to this embedding by t',i € { , —, 0, + , + + } .
Under this embedding g splits up into representations Hj of oap(l\2), j being the spin
of the representation. This gives a natural grading of the generators, namely the eigen-
value under the adjoint action off0 (sometimes called the magnetic quantum number
m). It will be convenient in most of the paper to assume that we have chosen a basis
for g such that all the generators belong to one of the representations Hj. Let us define
An, to be the set of indices of generators with grade m: a Ç An, <& [tl\ta] = m t".

We can write the current of the affine Lie superalgebra in the form J(Z) =
E(-)da+lJa(Z)ta. The constraints that we wish to impose are [11, 12] J~(Z) = x"i
Ja(Z) = xa — 0 for a with negative grade, a ^ - , where x~ « some constant. For
simplicity we will take X- = I- We will use the convention that we write indices with
negative grade with greek letters, and indices with non-negative grade with barred
greek letters. We can then write the constrained current as

(3)

Ê . . . " T5
I We now wish to quantize this constrained system. There are in principle two 1

; j methods for doing this. We can impose the constraints on the classical affine Lie su-
! peralgebra, and then quantize the resulting system; or we can use the BRST formalism * {

to impose the constraints on the quantized affine Lie superalgebra. The disadvantage •*
of the first method is that in general the constrained system is quite complicated, and



even though it can be quantized in some cases, there is no systematic way of doing it
in the general case. On the other hand, we know very well how to quantize any affine
Lie superalgebra, and there is a general method for using the BRST formalism to
impose such constraints: the constrained quantum algebra is the zeroth cohomology
of a certain BRST operator [16,5].

For each constraint x° w e introduce a pair of superghosts (Ba,Ca) of conformai
dimensions ( | ,0) , with Grassmann gradings (da + l,da) and ghost numbers (-1,1).
We define F(H) to be the operator product algebra generated by the affine currents
J" and the ghosts Ba and Cn, and we note that F(Cl) is graded by the ghost number.
The BRST operator that we need is then given by:

= ^dZJBnsr(Z)O(W),

= (Jn(Z)-x")Ca(Z)+1-(-)'l''+^rl\(B^C0Ca)li(Z). (4)

This is a straightforward generalization of the BRST-current given in [8]. (•)<>
denotes normal ordering. Note that JBUST is a bosonie current, which implies that
SHIIST is a fermionic operator.

S has ghost number one, and as mentioned above we wish to calculate the zeroth
cohomology H"(F(U), SBRST)- The BRST transformations are explicitly given by the
following expressions :

SBRSTJ" = -kga0DC0 +F

SBRSTC» = In1""^]f\C^C0

SBRSIB" = (-Y-[J*+ (-)*<-+*» f *\B-< C0)-X
a (5)

Straightforward calculations show that indeed these transformations are nilpotent.
Following [8] we now split the BRST operator into two : SBRST = S0 + Si, where

MZ) = -X"Ca(Z) and J1(Z) = J*(Z)Ca(Z) + I(-)*>+"' fa%(B->C0CaMZ). If we
define Ja = J" + (-)d'+df> f ^B-1C0, we can write the transformations S0 and S, in
the form

S0Ca = 0
S0B

a = -x
a (6)

and

; S1J" = -kg"0 DC0 + F0^F

J S1C01 = \(-)d^f0\C,C0

)d"JaS1B" = (-)d"Ja. (7)
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The "hatted" generators obey the same OPE's as the unhatted ones; this is in contrast
to the non-supersymmetric case, where the addition of the ghost-part changes the
level. From the transformations above, we can show that S2 = S0Si = S\Su = Sf = 0.
We can now define a bi-grading of the generators of the algebra :

deg(Ja) = (2m,-2m) ]
deg(Ca) = (-2m,2m + l) | f o r a G A m . (8)
deg(fl°) = (2m, -2m - 1) J

With these definitions D0 has grade (1,0), and D1 has grade (0,1), and with this
bigrading F(Q) becomes a double complex. In the case of «1(2) embedding» into
Lie algebras, the cohomology of this complex was found in [8]. We find that the
supersymmetric case is very similar, so we will only give a very brief description of
the formalism. For the details we refer the reader to [8]. ^

As we see from eq. (5) we have SBIISTB01 = (-)*> Ja - xa »nd ShHSiJ"1 = 0.
In the case of Lie algebras, this implies that Fa(Q) generated by Ja and 6" is a
subcomplex of F(O). In the case of Lie superalgebras a slight complication arises,
because we may have a fermionic root a such that 2a is also a root. In that case
we have J«(Z)J°(W) = gfrf %Jia(W) and J' (Z)B-[W) = £ft /" n

2t}B
2'\

This means that F"(Cl) is not a subcomplex, and we must consider instead Fa'2"'(Q)
generated by «7°, J2a, Ba and B2a. One still finds, however, that the cohomology of
this subcomplex is trivial: H"(Fa'2a((iy, SBRST) = ©*,,o.

We now define Frcd(Q) to be the algebra generated by the remainder of the gen-
erators, i.e. by J" and C". One can then show that

; SBRST) * H"(Fred(n); SBRST) ® (<g) H'(Fa'2a(Cl)', SBRST))

= H'(Fred(a); SBRST). (9)

The next step is to find the cohomology of Fred(fi). We find that So annihilates Jn

only if t& is a highest weight in an ojp(l|2) representation, and that Cn is 50-trivial
for all a; thus we have

ff^rcd(n);S0)~Fhu,(fi)*,,0. (10)

where Fhw(Q) is the subspace generated by highest weight generators (generators that
have regular operator product expansions with J + ) . Using the theory of spectral
sequences, one can show [8] that this implies

H"(Fred(Çiy,

This gives us the final result for the cohomology:

* Fhw(Q)SqJ0. (11)
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In order to find representatives for the elements in the cohomology, i.e. generators of
the W algebra, one uses the so-called tic-tac-toe construction. One starts an element
of F/,,,,(fl), a highest weight generator of grade j : J%w, â G Aj. From each such
generator one can construct a generator of the W algebra by

I=O

where W(™ = Jfiw and S1W? = SoWj^1. It is clear that the series stop as indicated at
W'/j, since this element has grade zero which implies that Si W£ = 0; in fact one can
show [8] that the term W2* is non vanishing for all generators W* in the W-algebra.
It is easy to check that this is really an element in H°(F(tl)} Sunsr) and it is clear
that these elements form a basis of Hn(F(Cl), SBRST)-

3 "Cohomological" Factorization of Spin \ Fields.
When we consider the classical hamiltonian reduction defined by an osp(l\2) em-

bedding into a Lie superalgebra g, one of the authors has shown [17] that if we
choose a suitable gauge for the supersymmetry and factorise the spin 1/2 fields in
the algebra (see also [18]), the result is the W-algebra one gets by performing the
hamiltonian reduction defined by the embedding of sl(2) C osp(l\2) into g in the
non-supersymmetric case. A similar result can be shown in the quantum hamiltonian
reduction. The comparison of the two approaches is done using a filtration of the co-
homology of SBRST- As we will break the N = I supersymmetry, we need to expand
superfields into fields.

J°(z,$) = $°(z) + 6 T(z) JBRST(Z,6)= Mz)+ Oj1(Z)

We also introduce IIu, the subset of A0 corresponding to %» representations:

aeU0 <&• o 6 A0 and [t+,ta)=Q (13)

and decompose the set of barred greek indices into three pieces: A+ , IIo, and (A()-IIu)
with the notation a, i and t for the three sets respectively.

At the field level, the cohomology of SBRST (with current Jsnsr) becomes the
cohomology of s with current J1. Explicitly, we have

- x
a

1, ca s(ca) = \(-

J1;J



Now, we introduce a filtration of the cohomology of a on F[Cl) - F0, i.e. a sequence
of subcomplexes F1 of F(U) such that F0 D Fx D F2 D ... Here, the filtration we
consider is almost trivial, since it will have only two terms F0 D Fi. We choose Ft so
that F = Fu/Fi is isomorphic to the field algebra which is the starting point in [10].
The right choice is Fi generated by {/9", %,$a, $-, •$'}• % is constructed in such a
way that Ft is a subcomplex of F0:

( / » " ? ()da+d> r ' ) (is)

which implies a($ a ) = -kg-a%. Indeed, with this definition of Fi, F is an affine
superalgebra, generated by {j\ = f - ftfabc.$c$b\ bQ\ ca; $"'}. This superalgebra is
isomorphic to the one given in [10] since J*± commute with all the ip" and H(A

) Z
On F , the fields that belongs to Fi can be set to zero. This means for example

that % ~ Ig1110 (/"",̂ 1"Cft - (-)d»+d" /A«e x
f c»). Using these equivalences, one can

simplify J1, so that on F ,

0Vc0 with r = Ir0^x0X"
(16)

One recognizes the form given in [10]. In particular, as xa = SOt-, x
n 1S proportional

to $„,__.
Thus, H°(F,s) is the W algebra that one gets from a quantum Hamiltonian

reduction of the superalgebra g with respect to the sl(2) subalgebra contained in the
embedded oap( 1|2) algebra.

However, as Fi is a subcomplex of Fo, we have the isomorphism: H°(F,s) ~ H
where H = Hl)(Fi),3)/H0(F1,s). We already know that H°(F0,s) is the supersym-
metric W algebra, and from

s(/3a) = $a - xa => s$a) = 0
, ' ; W*) = -kg*a% => s(%) = 0 (17)

X s{&) = 0 .

it is clear that H"(Fua) is generated by the spin 1/2 fields •$* of the supersymmetric
W algebra1. •

Thus, H is the super W algebra after factorization of the spin 1/2 fields. Because
'• there is an isomorphism between H and H°(F,s), we conclude that the factorized ,•'
7Î super W algebra (obtained from quantum osp(l|2) reduction) and the W superal- <̂

\ gebra (that one gets from the quantum reduction defined by sl(2) C oap(\\2)) are 1
i' i isomorphic. ' :
5 ! % \
-* 'The superfields J" where a € n0 are in H°(Fo, S), see below J



4 Explicit Construction of Super Generators.

4.1 Spin 1 Super Generators.
It is obvious from the tic-tac-toe construction, that if the generator t" € IIu, then

the corresponding generator in the W algebra is just W* = Jffw\ in other words, the
remaining super Kac-Moody part of the algebra is just the original affine current plus
a ghost term: W* = Jg0 + (-)d*+def^B^C^

Let us illustrate the tic-tac-toe construction by using it to find the general form of
a spin 1 generator in a supersymmetric W-algebra. Let â be an index corresponding
to a highest-weight generator in a spin * representation % ̂ . We wish to find W" =

EiH 1 -W?, where W0* = J&, and S,(Wtf) = S0(Wf), S1(Wf) = 0. Before we show
the result, let us give a few technical results that are used in the calculations.

Using the supersymmetry and the invariance of the bilinear form gab, as well as the
Jacobi identities, one can show that if a and b are indices for generators with osp(l\2)
quantum numbers (j,m) and (j',m') respectively, then gab ^ 0 => m + m' = 0 and
j = f. For the oap( l|2)-generators, one can even show that g+a oc Sn,- and g++ " oc
£„, We use this property to define a nonvanishing constant v by g+a = vSa,-. We
define furthermore2 Na = f+ a

bf~
 b

a (no summation over a).
Another result that we will need is the relation between (AB)0(Z) and (BA)0(Z).

To find this relation we need the superspace version of the Taylor expansion. We
wrîte Z = (z,8), W = (w,r}), (Z - W) = z - w - ^ , D = ^ + 6§-z; it is not difficult
to show ' ii

F(Z) = f ; -X(Z - W)ndn [F(W) + (0- T1)D F(W)].

Now, given two operators A and B, we can write the operator product expansion in
the form

The sum terminates at m = h.i + ^B (or before), where h.i and kn are the conformai
dimensions of the two operators. Using the superspace Taylor expansion and the fact
that A(Z)B(W) = eB(W)A(Z), e = ±1, we find the Mowing relation:

(AB)0 = e(BA)0 + 6 Ç LJpdm [(BAfn + (*- , ) (D(BA)I - (BA)In)] •

FiM Finally we need the superspace version of the Cauchy theorem. Defining

J Using the Jacobi identities one can show that if/" has osp(l|2) quantum numbers (j, m), then
£ ( 2 ° ) ( ) I))-
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one verifies that:

Using these results, we can now find W& = W,? - Wf, à G Ai . From eq. (5) we
have

J » + fù%rcb (19)

Jn has bigiading ( I 1 - I ) ; Sj has bigrading (0,1) and S0 has bigrading (1,0), thus
terms in W" must have bigrading (0,0). We find that

where 4 G Am .̂ Note that if ̂  G 7îid then / " ̂  ^ 0 =*• j>,m^ > 0 => i/N^-ma ^ 0.
Comparing with eq. (19) we see that

") vanishes, so we can now write the general form of a spin 1 generator in a
supersymmetric W-algebra as

W* = J ^ + 2kf~ %Dje + 1 / , / / - 0J°J\ forâ G Ai. (21)
l\V!X{) — TTIg) *

Actually the calculation for W," did not depend on the fact that the grade of à was
1/2, except for some normalizations. If & is the index of a highest weight generator
in a representation Hj, 3 ̂  0, then the first equation in (20) is replaced by

S0(f-%Djê) = JfDc9. (22)

We see that for general a, where t& is a highest weight generator, the expression for
W" starts with

(23)
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4.2 Energy-Momentum Tensor and Quantum Miura Trans-
formation.

In principle we could find the complete expression for a general generator in any
supersymmetric W algebra obtainable by hamiltonian reduction, but the calculations
quickly becomes intractable. However, in the special case of the energy-momentum
tensor we can find the complete expression W++ = PV0

++- W1
+++W2

++: (/* = /+ +
+ + ,

vu vp
= — ^{k + ̂ dJ^-kg^J^DJ^^^f^J^J^P'), (24)

<r is a contribution from the normal ordering, and can be expressed as

After normalization we find:

(25)

As mentioned above, it is possible to show that all the generators of the W-algebra
includes a term of zero grade. It is easy to see, that if we restrict to these zero-grade
terms, we have a realization of the W-algebra. Thus, if we write the grade zero part of
the affine Lie superalgebra in terms of free fields using the Wakimoto construction1,
we immediately get a free field realization of the W algebra. This construction is
called the quantum Miura transformation. In the energy momentum tensor above,
the grade zero part was

To = ^ & 7 ° - ±ato.J*DJ*> + g^A.Aa. i^ i * / * . (26)

This should be compared with the classical Miura transformation of the energy mo-
mentum tensor (written in terms of the affine currents in the grade zero part) [11]:

1 1
TclaM = dJ" - -g^r'DJ* + âûf^J^J0»^. (27)

1In [19] the Wakimoto construction was done for Lie superalgebras in the non-supersymmetiic
case. To get a supeisymmetric version, it suffices to add spin 1/2 fermions and bosons in the adjoint
representation, see [13, 20, 21]. We thank K. Ho foi drawing oui attention to this.



From equation (26) we can easily calculate the central charge of the algebra :

c = l (28)

go denotes the grade zero part of the superalgebra g, and sdim is the superdimension.
We know from the normalization of the embedded oap{l\2) algebra that giM = ±5.

Note that for those algebras which in addition to the spin 3/2 super energy mo-
mentum tensor contains only a number of spin one and spin 1/2 generators, the su-
perconformal, quasi-superconformal and ZS2 x ZS2 superconformai algebras, we have
found the general expressions for all generators in the algebras, and using the quantum
Miura transformation it is easy to write down the corresponding free field realizations.

5 Example: B(n\l).
As an example we will take the hamiltonian reduction of B(n\l) = oap(2n + 1|2).

As oap(l|2)-subalgebra we choose the regular embedding otoap(l\2) into osp(2n+l\2),
leading to a super Kac-Moody extended superconformai algebra [12]. We parametrize
the affine current as follows:

J21

Jn+I1I

J2I..1

O
- J 1 +

V J1-

J12

J22

jn+1,2

O

-J2+

::: *Z
O

•

. . . _j"+i.i

:.'.• ~jZ7-

O

. . . - J 2 2

. . . -J"

O
_J1.2n

- J 1 2

J(2n+1)-

J ( H + I ) -

J2n-

J"

JiU

J2''+

J++
-J" )
(29)

The fermionic roots of <?jp(l|2) are J* = j(n+|)±. For » + j > 2» + 2, we define
Ji] _ _y2n+2-i,2n+2-i>

The algebra splits into representations of oap( 1|2): a spin 1 representation %\
which is just the embedded oap(l|2) itself, Hx = {J + + , J<n+I>+, J0, j("+1)-, J " } , 2n
spin i representations each of the form HL = {J'+, J^+1'1', J'"}, i ^ n + 1, and
n(2n - 1) singlet representations Ho = {J1'}, t, j ^ n + 1, i + j < 2n + 2.

We find that with this parametrization, the operators product expansions are
(Zi2 = Z] — Z2, 0i2 = 0i - 02, operators on the right hand side are taken in the Z2

variable):

JU/ 7U0/7S _ ~*/2

10
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i \ 2

Zi 2

i+/ 7 \ J)-( 7 \ _ — 2"fr,2n+2-j , ^12 Iy T2n+2-i,j c. T()\ ,
(Zi)JS(Z2) = ^ 1" ̂ -dJ - «»,2n+2->«/ ^ + ' • '

"12 " 1 2 *

JI ± ' 7 \ / J ± ' 7 \ _ '« /i- r ./++/—\ i Mnï
l"lj«/ ^ 2 J — •5T-l:Fô'>«i2n+2-.r/ ; + *••• ^«>UJ

"12 *

The constraints that we wish to impose are 7<n+1)"(Z) = 1 and J-(Z) = J '"(Z; --
0, i ^ n + 1. We introduce ghost super-fields (J9'~,C,_) and J5 ,C ; C,_ and
B are bosonic while C and B'~ are fermionic. The BRST currents are

J0(Z) = -C(n+1)_(Z) (31)

and

Jx(Z) = Ji-(Z)Ci-(Z) + J-(Z)C-(Z) + i B~(7.-.Cr(2w+,_0_(^). (32)

The"hatteù" currents are

' = J' + -B C(2n+2-,)_,

— = J ~ . (33)

11



The W-a]gebra generators corresponding to the singlet representations of the
oap( 1|2) are just the hatted currents :

W" = j'* = J'i + \B-CJ. - \Bl2n+2-»-C{2n+2-i)-, i,j jÉB + 1. (34)

They form a supersymmetric «o(2n)-subalgebra of the resulting W-algebra.
The form of the W-generators corresponding to the highest weights of the spin \

representations was given in eq. (21), and can be written as

Wi+=Ji+-kDJi'n+l-(JiJeJk<n+i)o-(J"Jin+l)i, (35)

Finally we have the energy momentum tensor, which after normalizations is given
in eq. (25); we find

k2 k k2 k2

+ k-n+l/2Qj, _ L^ADA) + ^j»Dj»)u _ JLtr(AfMM), (36)

where lit is the "hatted" submatrix corresponding to the ao(2n + l)-part in (29). The
central charge is found to be c = Ak — 8n+5 + £(n — j)2 . A free field realization of the
algebra can be found by inserting a free field realization of the grade zero part into
the expressions above; we can take a Wakimoto realization of the super-symmetric
so{2n + - / | J , and realize J0 as a free super field J0

6 Conclusion.
In this paper, we have considered the quantum hamiltonian reduction of supersym-
metric affine Lie superalgebras, giving as a result the quantized supersymmetric W
algebras. We have quantized all the manifestly supersymmetric W algebras which can
be obtained by Hamiltonian reduction of affine Lie superalgebras. We have shown
that using a suitable cohomological procedure, we can reduce the supersymmetric
quantum hamiltonian reduction defined by an osp( 1|2) embedding into a Lie superal-
gebra g, to the non-supersymmetric hamiltonian reduction defined by the embedding
of al{2) C oap(l|2) into g. We have given an explicit expression for the energy mo-
mentum tensor and the central charge of all supersymmetric W algebras, as well as
general expressions for all generators in the superconformai, quasi-superconformal
and 2L2 x Z2 superconformai algebras. We have described the quantum Miura trans-
formation, and described the example of the hamiltonian reduction of osp(2n + l\2)W
in some detail.

12
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